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A ‘Mutualism System’ For The Canal Network And Its Aging Community

“What it means to be an older
person in such a rapidly
changing society? Isolation,
loneliness, disengagement, a
loss of natural vitality and of
innocent pleasure in the
givenness of the world, and a
feeling of burden because
reality has no meaning other
than what a person chooses
to impart to it.”
—“People’s Republic of China Law - 6 Haves”. Landscape
Architecture Foundation. 2002.

EMPTY NEST ELDERLY
Photo Credit: Cqxs Xh. Photo downloaded from www.flickr.com
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Terms / Index:

PARASITISM / COMMENSALISM / MUTUALISM
Three sub groups of relationship under symbiosis

1. Parasitism:
Parasitism is another sub group under symbiosis. It
is used to describe the relation between two different
kinds of organisms in which one receives benefits
from the other by causing damage to it.

2. Commensalism:
In this research, commensalism aims to describe

Commensalism is another sub group of relationship

people who do not have ability to keep providing

under symbiosis. It is used to describe the relation

productivity and need city to offer living environment.

that is a long term biological interaction in which
members of one species gain benefits while those of
the other species neither benefit nor are harmed.
This is in contrast with mutualism, in which both
organisms benefit from each other, and parasitism
where one benefits while the other is harmed.

3. Mutualism:

In this research, mutualism aims to describe a new

Mutualism is a sub - group of relationships under

relationship between a city and its people. People

symbiosis, which means living together literally.

live within the city, the city offers them resources and

Mutualism, as a term, originates from biology and is

a career to fulfill their lives. And they offer

used to describe the way two organisms of different

productivity which helps the city function.

species exist in a relationship in which each benefits
from the activity of the other. The relationship
between two organisms is usually source-service,
and rarely service-service.
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Population aging is a severe problem. The whole

the elderly in terms of the transportation, connectivity
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world is aging and especially in China. As of the

and gathering; and the elderly can be given the
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2010 census, the number of people in China over 60

opportunity to give back their resources and energy

has reached 178 million, which is 23.6% of world’s

to create social value instead of blindly consuming

aging population. It means 1/4 of the aging

the social benefits?

population live in China. This thesis will focus on the

In the end, people can age gracefully and smartly

third-tier cities which have more urgent aging issues

and the canal system can gain cultural, historical,

and more vulnerable commercial and political

and economic sustainability.

statuses, which leads us to Yangzhou, a typical
third-tier city in Jiangsu Province.
In the context of aging society, the government of
Yangzhou keeps moving the elderly from the livable
canal system downtown to suburban caring centers
(displacement), transforming the system into a
commercial tourism corridor to promote its value
(gentrification), causing the mental and physical
marginalization of the aged and the failing of culture
and historical significance of the canal.
Can we design a mutually beneficial system for the
elderly and the canal network, so that the canal
network can be reshaped to improve the needs of

CHAPTER 3 - THE OPPORTUNITY: CANAL SYSTEM
CHAPTER 4 - THE PROPOSAL: MUTUALISM SYSTEM
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CHAPTER ONE
AGING ISSUE RESEARCH
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CHAPTER STRUCTURE DIAGRAM

Aging World, Aging China, Aging
Yangzhou
What is the current aging condition in China?
Description of aging issue:
What is the aging issue timeline in China?
What are the major influences bring about aging
issues in current China?
What are the geographical identifications of the aging
issue in current China?
How can I spatialize the aging issues from city scale;
family scale, and individual scale?
What are the needs of the aged based on the mental
and physical marginalized situation?
Current policy and design guidelines:
How do the policies and design guidelines change
over time (background reason, comparison, and the
pushing force)? What aspects do those guidelines
focus on? How are those guidelines categorized?
What are the current policy and design guidelines for
the elderly group?
How can I criticize the existing policy and design
guidelines?
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THE ELDERLY IN LONDON
Photo Credit: london-canacopegdl.com

“That time of year thou mayst in me behold
When yellow leaves, or none, or few, do hang
Upon those boughs which shake against the cold,
Bare ruin’d choirs, where late the sweet birds sang.
In me thou see’st the twilight of such day
As after sunset fadeth in the west,
Which by and by black night doth take away,
Death’s second self, that seals up all in rest.
In me thou see’st the glowing of such fire
That on the ashes of his youth doth lie,
As the death-bed whereon it must expire,
Consum’d with that which it was nourish’d by.
This thou perceiv’st, which makes thy love more strong,
To love that well which thou must leave ere long.”
—“Sonnet 73”. William Shakespeare.
16
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AGING WORLD
Older woman bright blue coat with walker, middle aged man with
cap and younger woman.
Photo Credit: http://1.bp.blogspot.com.
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AGING ASIA
Elderly and middle-age people exercise with wooden dumbbells
during a health promotion event to mark Japan’s “Respect for
the Aged Day” at a temple in Tokyo’s Sugamo district, an area
popular among the Japanese elderly, September 21, 2015.
Photo Credit: Issei Kato
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AGING CHINA
“Older man reading the newspaper in the park”.
Photo Credit: http://n.sinaimg.cn
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AGING YANGZHOU (SITE)
The elderly couple holding their grandson sitting by the canal.
2014. 3. 14
Photo Credit: Jiali Li
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CHANGE OF SOCIAL STRUCTURE

The social structure changes from the ‘childrencaring’ to ‘aging caring’ mode.

1 INFLUENCES - social structure/ family
structure and individuality
1.1 City scale - Change of the social structure.

population. We can read from the data from

“It takes 115 years for the population of the elderly in

population census that the percentage of people

France to double (7 to 14). It takes China only 27

over 80 will occupy 25% of the total aging

years to achieve the increase. Rapid aging in

population in 2050. In short, within a single family in

developing countries is accompanied by dramatic

the future, the size of family will become smaller

changes in family structures and roles, labor patterns,

and smaller, and the family will have older parents

and migration.”

to care for. (Charts and data can be referenced in
appendix one)

As of a 2010 census investigation, the number of
people in China over 60 has reached 178 million,

1.3 People scale - Change of relationship with

which is 23.6% of world’s aging population, it

public realm

means 1/4 of the aging population live in China. The

China has a young retiring age (55 for women and

aging population (those people over 60) started to

60 for men). Since people’s average life expectancy

surpass the percentage of children (people 0 - 14) in

has reached 82 due to improved quality of life, this

2015. The percentage of the aged increases to 38%

means those 178 million people are in the retiring

until 2050, but percentage of infants and children

status for 1/3 of their life.

continues dropping (to 59% and 3.3%

Thinking from the perspectives of the aging, people

respectively). The social structure changes from the

of different ages and life phases will have different

‘children-caring’ to ‘aging caring’. (Charts and data

relationships and senses of reliance with the city’s

can be referenced in appendix one)

public realm. During childhood, our relationship with
the city is commensalism. Following the specific

1.2 Family scale - Change of the family structure

route that connects home and school for most of

When ‘one child policy’ meets aging society, things

time, children will have their own way to explore the

get problematic. The policy, which started in 1980

city according to certain types of activities. Turning

and the continuing aging trend hugely influence the

to the adult phase, the relationship is more like

Chinese family structure, the number o family

mutualism and we have the weakest connection

members drops from 4.3 in 1953 to 2.5 in 2050, at

with the public realm. The relationship will turn back

the same time, the average life expectancy

to commensalism, and rely heavily on the public

lengthens from 43 in 1953 to 82 in 2050. This

realm in the aged phase.

means that there will be growing number of the ripe
old age people (people over 80) within the aging
22
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1972 IN CHINA
The family photo of Bianzhong Yun, year 1972
Photo Credit: http://academics.wellesley.edu
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2010 IN CHINA
A young Asian Chinese family with five month old son.
Photo Credit: https://us.123rf.com
When ‘one child policy’ meets aging society, things get
problematic. The policy, which started in 1980 and the continuing
aging trend hugely influence the Chinese family structure, the
number o family members drops from 4.3 in 1953 to 2.5 in 2050,
at the same time, the average life expectancy lengthens from 43
in 1953 to 82 in 2050.
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GEOGRAPHICAL IDENTIFICATION
Now the aging population percentage of metropolis cities, grey
hair cities and rural towns are 20.9%, 29.1% and 50.1%. The
aging cites with more severe situation have less power and
voice.

2 GEOGRAPHICAL IDENTIFICATION - Urgent city
& its aging citizens
Instead of choosing the metropolises like Beijing,

but almost twice the aging percentage (25.2%).

Shanghai which have serious aging issue but not

Although faced with such data, the aging speed of

imperative — because of sufficient social resources

Yangzhou almost has no way to slow down because

and attraction towards young people, this thesis will

of the limited social and economic resources. The

focus on third-tier cities which are more urgent. I’ve

aged in such cities also have reduced voice and

chosen Yangzhou in Jiangsu province as the site.

less power and urgent social issues.

The geographic pattern of the aging situation in

Another issue that makes the aging trend urgent is

China is unique and shows the relationship between

the brain drain. Based on the migration law, the

aging percentage and the economic situation. In

‘pushing force’ of those grey hair cities (includes

national scale, the aging percentage is in proportion

fewer opportunities, limited growing space and

to the economic strength, but in province and city

developing facilities) and the ‘pulling force’ of the

scale, the relationship varies inversely. In short,

metropolitan cities (includes the career

areas that are suffering more from aging population

opportunities, social welfare, and upper social

most are the third/fourth-tier cities and the rural

class) cause the departure of educated or

towns which are in more vulnerable commercial and

professional people. It is an irreversible process,

political status. Now the aging population

and currently we don’t have any sustainable

percentage of metropolis cities, grey hair cities and

proposal.

Metropolis - Beijing, 20.9%

Third-tier Cities - Yangzhou, 29.1%

NONE

rural towns are 20.9%, 29.1% and 50.1%.
So a possible solution to this problem is accept the
fact of the irreversible trend, and unlike the normal
Compared to Beijing (total area of Beijing is 16,800

approach of attracting back the workforce, we

km, total population is 24,000,000, the aging

could design for the local aging population, and try

percentage is 16.7%), Yangzhou has 1/3 of the area

to turn the burden into developing resources.

Rural Town, 50.1%

(6,600 km) and 1/6 of the population (4,600,000),
26
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3 CURRENT STRATEGY - Commensalism &

4 PROPOSAL - From Commensalism to

Parasitism

Mutualism

According to current research, the relationship

used to unconditionally caring for the next

Need-based design guidelines are not the priority of

between the aged and the public realm is still

generation, retiring early to give opportunity to the

changing the marginalized situation of the elderly,

communalism or parasitism. Design for the aged has

younger, transferring the possession of the house to

they can not actively alter the sacrificing tradition. By

been widely studied based on the severe aging issue

children and move to suburbs, choosing to live in the

demonstrating the mutualism instead of

around the world. Current design guidelines and

caring centers for not being the burden…Current

commensalism, giving the opportunity of returning

policies have provided a profound research

policies tend to obey, catalyze or even take

productivity to city, we let the aged feel needed,

foundation for this thesis, but four problems are

advantage of this sacrificing culture.

self-fulfillment and dignity. Based on the existing

found:

problems and final goals, four general proposals are
3.3 Problem 3 - Lacking of systematical thinking

suggested, and will be further studied in next phase

3.1 Problem 1 - Hierarchical relationship

Current policies and design guidelines are

of the research:

Current design guidelines and planning policies are

comprehensive and detailed (from the planting

still treating the aged like children, the ill and the

species to the curvature of staircase handrails). But

The relationship between elderly and young people is

disabled. As the group who does not have much

the categorized guidelines are too scattered and

especially important as a focal point for older

voice or power, its relationship with the city is

pointless from urban planning view. Especially in the

people’s sense of security and stability in the rapidly

commensalism, or worse — parasitism. We are

Chinese context, people are more used to

changing conditions in which they find themselves.”

designing the additional guidelines and limitations for

administrative directives than laws, but the

“research has revealed that the income of the elderly

the aging group, like caring centers: caring

stakeholders behind the directives usually lack of

was very important to family and community care.”

communities which are far away from the downtown

communication, which leads to inefficient and chaos

city and need the continuous economic support.

‘elderly-caring’ structure.

1/ Democracy for the aged.
2/ Creating opportunities for giving back and

3.2 Problem 2 - Mental marginalization
“What it means to be an older person in such a rapidly changing
society? The identity simply does not exist in many eastern cultures
in the same ways it does in the western world. Isolation, loneliness,
disengagement, a loss of natural vitality and of innocent pleasure in
the givenness of the world, and a feeling of burden because reality
has no meaning other than what a person chooses to impart to it.”
---- “Growing Older in World Cities“. Rodwin. August, 2004.

3.4 Problem 4 - Focus on the metropolises

economic productivity.

Most researchers choose metropolises like Beijing,

3/ Systematical design for emergent space and

Shanghai, New York, and Tokyo as their samples

emergent spirits.

because of abundant funds, resources, social

4/ Focus on third-tier cities.

attention, and support. Data and analysis of third-tier
cities which have more urgent aging issues and more
vulnerable aging groups are needed.

In Asian culture, the elderly tend to have a sacrificing
spirit. The process of growing old is the process of
concession, and finally being marginalized. They are
28
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5 Site Selection
This thesis will focus on third-tier cities which are
facing more urgent aging issue and less power and
voice. I’ve chosen Yangzhou in Jiangsu province as
the site.
Compared to Beijing (total area of Beijing is 16,800
km, total population is 24,000,000, the aging
percentage is 16.7%), Yangzhou has 1/3 of the area
(6,600 km) and 1/6 of the population (4,600,000), but
almost twice the aging percentage (25.2%). Although
faced with such data, the aging speed of Yangzhou
almost has no way to slow down because of the
limited social and economic resources. The aged in
such cities also have reduced voice and less power
and urgent social issues.

30
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CHAPTER 2
The Challenge: REPLACEMENT PROJECT

32
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CHAPTER STRUCTURE DIAGRAM

REPLACEMENT PROJECT
How does the gentrification influence the aged in
Yangzhou?
The gentrification in Yangzhou:
How is the gentrification in Yangzhou?
How does gentrification influence the aging group
and the city structure?
How do the living conditions of the aged change
before and after the gentrification?
The aged in Yangzhou - needs and values:
What is the current mental and physical
marginalization condition of the aged in Yangzhou?
What is the current transportation, connectivity and
gathering situation of the aging group?
What are the resources and values of the aging
group?
What are the potential opportunities for the aging
group to give back their resources and energy?

34
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YANGTZE RIVER DELTA SCALE
There are around eight major cities along the Yangtze River Delta,
which includes Lianyungang, Suqian, Wuxi, Yangzhou, Nanjing,
Huaian, Gaoyou and Taizhou. All of them are suffering from
severe aging issue. The map here indicates the relationship
between water and cities, the diagram on the right lists the aging
percentage, economy ranking and agriculture land occupation.

36

YANGTZE RIVER DELTA SCALE
According to our site selection criteria in chapter one, we want to
choose the city with more severe aging condition, but less voice
and power. Yangzhou is ranked 11/13 for the economy, but the
2nd for the aging population.
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URBAN PLANNING SCALE
The map on the left shows how the canal network in Yangzhou
connects the larger system (Yangtze River, Changjiang River and
East Ocean). The diagram on the right shows the overall canal
network structure. Yangzhou has four major districts, which are
Tourism District, Historical District, Technique District and
Agriculture District respectively. This research choses to focus on
the historical district which has the densest aging population,
longest history and the under-developed economy.
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URBAN PLANNING SCALE
As the diagram shows. The Yudai Canal within Historical District
has the densest aging population living nearby (27.8%). The
economy ranking of the Historical District is 5/7.
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SITE SCALE
We chose the canal with longest history, densest aging
population and diverse surrounding urban infrastructure
according the criteria in chapter I — Yudai Canal. Yudai Canal
was a man-made canal built during Sui Dynasty (around 2500
years ago). The total length of the Yudai Canal is 2470 feet. Along
two sides of the canal, there exit large number of aging housings,
as well as Yangzhou university, Yangzhou High school, hospitals
and shopping malls.
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SITE SCALE
There are different types of aging communities along the canal,
we could arrange them into different groups. Some of them are
full of low-incomes, some of them are retired university/ high
school faculties, some of them are retired hospital teachers.
Within the 2470, this thesis chose 310 feet as the targeted site.
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SATELLITE MAP OF YUDAI CANAL CENTRAL AREA
This diagram shows the comparison between year 1982 and
2010. From the change of the satellite maps we can see how the
Replacement Project influence the urban texture.

Chapter Abstract
The aged, as the group who does not have much

houses and communities along both sides of the

voice or power, the current design and planning

canals, and offers original residents (most of them

policies are still treating the relationship between

are old couples or single old men) the equal value of

the elderly and its city commensalism, or worse —

recent built apartments in outer suburbs, which are

parasitism, just like treating children, the ill and

usually over 90 minutes driving distance from

disabled. We are designing the additional guidelines

downtown. In short, the aged are still suffering

and limitations for the aging group, and we are

limited activity, and the situation only gets worse.

designing the caring centers: caring communities

Especially under the ‘big data’ age, the new world is

which are far away from the downtown city and

more and more repulsive to them.

need the continuous economy support from city.
Because of the “Replacement Project”, land in
Yangzhou is experiencing the transformation of
“Replacement Project” for The Aged

identity. The canal system is changing from aging

Yangzhou is now a tourism city with rich history,

community to tourism corridor, the suburbs are

and it is the economic backbone that supports city

changing from agricultural land into high-rise

development. The city puts the needs of tourists

apartments. Yangzhou has six political districts,

and the young who constitute the majority of city

which are Guanglin District (along the great canal

resources high on this list.

and full of boating facilities), Hanjiang District,

YEAR 1982
Site was once full of housing for the aged. In year 1982, two sides of the canal are still packing with dense aging communities.

YEAR 2010
The planning department replace the original residents to the suburbs and build the shopping mall.

Economy Development District (full of chemistry
But for the aged, as the group who does not have

and agriculture factories), High-tech District (IT

much voice or power, the current design and

companies and venture communities), Historical

planning policies are still treating the relationship

District (downtown) and Tourism District. According

between the elderly and its city commensalism, or

to the 1995 census data, the Historical District has

worse — parasitism, just like treating the children, ill

the densest aging population, but according to its

and disabled. We are designing the additional

prediction of year 2050, most of them will move to

guidelines and limitations for the aging group, and

Economy Development District and High-tech

we are designing the caring centers: caring

District. Those new communities are from two main

communities which are far away from the downtown

groups of people - the aged who moved from

city and need the continuous economy support

downtown area, and the local farmers.

from city. “Replacement Project” was proposed by
city government and quickly put into practice in
2010, the whole project is about urban ‘renewing’.
The proposal aims to radically tear down the aging
42
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REPLACEMENT PROJECT DIAGRAM
The diagram shows the trend of Replacement Project. The
historical aging communities are moved out of the downtown
area and replaced by the shopping malls.
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REPLACEMENT PROJECT DIAGRAM
According to the record, now we have around 38 newly built
high-rise caring communities. Each community has 8-10
buildings, and the average floor number is 15. Detail information
of the representative community could be seen in the following
pages.
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TRANSPORTATION TRANSITION
All the highly functional activity areas the elderly familiar with are
clustered in the downtown. This is the place where they used to
live in. The aged have convenient transportation routes to parks,
hospitals and other destinations. Their daily traffic circles are
within 5 minutes.
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TRANSPORTATION TRANSITION
After being moved to the suburb caring high-rise buildings. It takes
more than 90 minutes for the elderly to go to their familiar activity
zones. The public transportation system has not caught up with
the pace of Replacement Project.
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LVYANG CARING CENTER
Original function of the land: Agriculture
Starting year of Replacement Project: 2008 - 2017
Capacity of the caring community: 3840
Average building level: 15
Surrounding public system: Bus
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SANWAN CARING CENTER
Original function of the land: Agriculture
Starting year of Replacement Project: 2003 - 2018
Capacity of the caring community: 864
Average building level: 8
Surrounding public system: Bus
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JIAJIA CARING CENTER
Original function of the land: Agriculture
Starting year of Replacement Project: 2008 - 2015
Capacity of the caring community: 3432
Average building level: 13
Surrounding public system: Bus
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LIANYUN CARING CENTER
Original function of the land: Agriculture
Starting year of Replacement Project: 2003 - 2013
Capacity of the caring community: 6742
Average building level: 12
Surrounding public system: Bus
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TYPICAL CARING CENTER MODEL
A. Efficiency & Therapeutic Environment
It should have minimizing distance of necessary travel, easy visual
supervision of patients, as well as cues from building elements,
architectural features and landmarks.
B. Access To Nature
It should have the shade and protection from sunlight, safe walking
surfaces and paving. It should have the access to nature and
natural light has a positive influence on the well-being of
individuals.

52

C. Culture Change
The common name given to the national movement for the
transformation of older adult services, based on person-directed
values and practices, where the voices of elders and those working
with them are considered and respected.

A PHOTO OF THE TYPICAL HIGH-RISE CARING CENTER
IN YANGZHOU, 2010
Photo Credit: JIali Li
Even though the design guidelines for the caring centers seem
very ideal, create a “home-like” atmosphere, but the reality is still
very unsatisfied and cruel. Most of the elderly in those caring
centers live a “prison-like” life.
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PROPOSED CARING COMMUNITY MODEL
The proposed model still has the function of 1/ a therapeutic
center with efficiency, 2/ a garden, 3/ a multi-functional
community, 4/ a slow moving traffic system. But it deconstructs
the original vertical high-rise structure and replace it with the
horizontal structure. It actives and cultivates the surrounding
context to create a efficient communicating system.

54

A PHOTO OF THE YUDAI RIVER IN YANGZHOU, 2010
Photo Credit: JIali Li
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Needs Of The Aged
1/ A therapeutic center with efficiency
- Minimizing distance of necessary travel.
- Easy visual supervision of patients.
- Attention to way finding. Cues from building
elements, architectural features and landmarks.
2/ A garden
- Shade and protection from sunlight.
- Safe walking surfaces and paving.
- Access to nature and natural light has a positive
influence on the well-being of individuals.
3/ Multi-functional community
The common name given to the national movement
for the transformation of older adult services, based
on person-directed values and practices, where the
voices of elders and those working with them are
considered and respected.
4/ A slow moving traffic system
- All spaces, furnishings, and equipment, including
storage units and operable windows, are easily
usable by residents in wheelchairs.
- Be equipped with grab bars in all appropriate
locations.
- Be located on one floor if feasible, preferably at
grade.

56
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CHAPTER 3
THE OPPORTUNITY: Canal System

58
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CHAPTER STRUCTURE DIAGRAM

The Canal System, The Opportunity
Why is the historic canal system is an opportunity
for the aged in Yangzhou?
History:
According to the historical timeline, how does the
canal system become the major clustered area for
the aging group?
The canal system in Yangzhou - needs and values:
What is the definition of the canal system in my
research?
What are the cultural and historical values of the
aging group?
What are the identifications, patterns and values of
the canal system? (from different scales, timeline)
How can I identify different types of canals within the
system? (physical measurements and function)
What is the unique relationship between the aged
and the canal within each type?

60
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PHOTO OF THE PORT OF THE GRAND CANAL
Photo credit: Jiali Li

Abstract
When we try to deeply study the geographic pattern

When we try to deeply study the geographic pattern

of the aging issue in site scale, from the shifting

of the aging issue in site scale, from the shifting

timeline of the aging community, we find the

timeline of the aging community, we find the

coexistence of opportunity and challenge. This

coexistence of opportunity and challenge. This

gives the possibility and hope for the future, the

gives the possibility and hope of the future, the

engagement of landscape and urban planning

engagement of landscape and urban planning

discipline.

discipline.

According to the population density data of the

According to the population density data of the

aged from 2010 census, the canal system a major

aged from 2010 census, the canal system a major

cluster of communities. With its perfect location and

cluster of communities. Because of the perfect

efficient facilities, infrastructures, it becomes the

location and efficient facilities, infrastructures, it

ideal space for the old to “age in place”.

becomes the ideal space for the old to “age in
place”.

Opportunity - Cooperation, Aging Canal System
& Its Aging Community

The canal system is one of the major community

Yangzhou is a classic third-tier city in southern part

clusters of the aging community, and this is due to

of China, now facing the fate of failing - loss of its

some historic reasons. The ‘Grand Canal’ built in

history, brain drain and the severe situation of aging

486BC (2504 years ago) gave birth to eight

society. It once had the illustrious history and

provinces and over fifty-four cities including

served as the social, trade and economic center of

Yangzhou. It served as the transportation, economy

China, but after the transportation hub suddenly

and recreation center and a container of 2000 year

declined, it utilizes the cultural and historical relics

history in South-eastern China. For thousands of

as the major economic resources and backbone,

years, people lived on it, were fed by it, built

but the limited resources and the price of

housing along it and held all types of activities

maintaining the city appearance and reputation also

around it. However, within the last 100 years, it has

block the developing potential of Yangzhou.

been replaced by roads and slowly forgotten by its
neighborhood. Since the current policy of the city
serves mainly tourists, as this paper mentioned,
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CANAL HISTORY TIMELINE

‘Replacement Project’ was proposed to turn the
canal into more valuable commercial corridor.
But at the same time, the canal system would be a
great opportunity for the elderly to “age in place”. It
is located downtown, and has convenient
transportation, it also serves as the major corridor
that connects many emergent attractive spaces
towards the aged within city, which includes
universities, hospitals, caring centers and city parks.
The walkways on both sides of the canals have also
become a unique ‘slow motion’ network
independent of the city’s road system.
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PHASE II - DEVELOPMENT
From Zhou Dynasty to Tang Dynasty (770 B.C. to year 907).
During this period of time, the Grand Canal, Erdal River, Slender
West Lake and Haocao River was built. The canal system was
highly used for its transportation function, and was used to be
the economic backbone of the country.
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PHASE III - BOOMING
From Tang Dynasty to Ming Dynasty (618 - 1644). During this
period of time, Hucheng River, Hangou River and Yudai River
(our site) was built. After suffering from several civil wars, the city
was no longer in its most prosperous situation. But its economy
still relied on the industrial function of the canal network. More
and more ports were built along the river sides.
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PHASE IV - TOURISM
From Ming Dynasty to Modern Times (1644 - 1972). During this
period of time, many canals within the system started to decay
and lose the original function. Only one major canal - the Grand
Canal still serve as the transportation corridor. Most of the canals
have been transformed to the tourism function. Cargo ships are
replaced by tourism ships. Users along two sides of the canal
change from local residents to visitors.
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PHASE V - REPLACEMENT PROJECT
From Modern Times to Now (1972 - now). During this period of
time, with the fade of the original backbone industry, the
government puts more effort on developing tourism. More and
more historical housing along two sides of the canal have been
replaced by economical function buildings.
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CANAL TYPOLOGY DIAGRAM

CANAL TYPOLOGY
According to the surrounding urban context,
residents, facilities and transportation accessibility,
the whole canal can be divide into four types.
The first typology is “green entrance”. This type of
canal directly connects to the city park. The second
type is surrounded by the single - story historical
houses. Most of the residents who live along the
second type of canal are low income and the elderly.
They have limited green space and activity area. The
houses are in poor condition. Third type is
surrounded by the high-rise communities. Fourth
type can be described as the “agriculture land”.
Major residents who live along the forth type are also
low incomes and the elderly. They claim the riverfront
space as their private farming area.
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TYPOLOGY I
The first typology is “green entrance”. This type of canal directly
connects to the city park.
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TYPOLOGY II
The second type is surrounded by the single - story historical
houses. Most of the residents who live along the second type of
canal are low income and the elderly. They have limited green
space and activity area. The houses are in poor condition.
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TYPOLOGY III
The third type is surrounded by the high-rise communities.
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TYPOLOGY IV
Fourth type can be described as the “agriculture land”. Major
residents who live along the forth type are also low incomes and
the elderly. They claim the riverfront space as their private
farming area.
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The elderly community
Shopping mall
Green space
Political area
Industrial area
Educational zone
Hospital zone
Canal system
Road system
ZONING DIAGRAM
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ABSTRACT ZONING DIAGRAM
Different color represents different land use along Yudai River
(the site). From the diagram we can understand the diversity
along the riverfront.
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TRANSPORTATION DIAGRAM
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GREEN SPACE DIAGRAM
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GOVERNMENT’S PROPOSAL
“Replacement Project” was proposed by city government and
quickly put into practice in 2010, the whole project is about
urban ‘renewing’. The proposal aims to radically tear down the
aging houses and communities along both sides of the canals,
and offers original residents (most of them are old couples or
single old men) the equal value of recent built apartments in
outer suburbs, which are usually over 90 minutes driving
distance from downtown. In short, the aged are still suffering
limited activity, and the situation only gets worse.
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DESIGN PROPOSAL
According to the population density data of the aged from 2010
census, the canal system could be a major cluster of
communities. Because of the perfect location and efficient
facilities, infrastructures, it becomes the ideal space for the old to
“age in place”.
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Design Proposal
According to the population density data of the aged
from 2010 census, the canal system could be a
major cluster of communities. Because of the perfect
location and efficient facilities, infrastructures, it
becomes the ideal space for the old to “age in
place”.
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CHAPTER 4
THE PROPOSAL: Mutualism System
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CHAPTER STRUCTURE DIAGRAM

Mutualism System
Can we design a ‘mutualism system’ for the elderly
and the canal network to change the relationship
from parasitism to mutually benefit?
How can the canal network be reshaped to improve
the needs of the elderly in terms of the
transportation, connectivity and gathering in the
context of an aging society?
How can the elderly be given the opportunity and
environment to give back their resources and energy
to create social value instead of blindly consume the
social benefits?
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MUTUALISM TEXTURE
The collage includes the texture of the skin of the elderly as well as
the texture of the canal surface.
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ABSTRACT ZONING DIAGRAM
Different color represents different land use along Yudai River
(the site). From the diagram we can understand the diversity
along the riverfront.
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BEFORE
In the context of aging society, the government of Yangzhou
keeps moving the elderly from the livable canal system
downtown to suburban caring centers (displacement),
transforming the system into a commercial tourism corridor to
promote its value (gentrification), causing the mental and
physical marginalization of the aged and the failing of culture and
historical significance of the canal.
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AFTER
Need-based design guidelines are not the priority of changing
the marginalized situation of the elderly, they can not actively
alter the sacrificing tradition. By demonstrating the mutualism
instead of commensalism, giving the opportunity of returning
productivity to city, we let the aged feel needed, self-fulfillment
and dignity.
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DESIGN GUIDELINES
This mutualism system could be a therapeutic center with
efficiency, a garden, a multi-functional community as well as a
slow moving traffic system.
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CURRENT RESIDENTS
This diagram demonstrates the distribution situation of the
current residents. They create the diverse community, each of
the community has specific requirements. The space could also
provides them unique characters and identifications, job
opportunities.

IDENTIFICATIONS
1.1 Parking Lot Guide
1.2 Cleaner (for street & canal)
1.3 Tour Guide
1.4 Scenic Spot Administrator
2.1 Security & Guard of school
2.2 Cook For Students
2.3 Owner Of Hotel/ Airbnb
3.1 Curator Of public Exhibition
3.2 Organizer of Social Events
3.3 Owner Of Gallery/ Museum
4.1 Supervisor For The Patients
4.2 Retired Doctors/ Nurses
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SPACE IDENTIFICATION
Space identification overlaps with the unique characters for the
aged, we could get the design principles for the mutualism canal
system.
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MASTER PLAN
This is a mutually beneficial system for the elderly and the canal
network, the canal network can be reshaped to improve the
needs of the elderly in terms of the transportation, connectivity
and gathering; and the elderly can be given the opportunity to
give back their resources and energy to create social value
instead of blindly consuming the social benefits.
In the end, people can age gracefully and smartly and the canal
system can gain cultural, historical, and economic sustainability.
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DETAILED PLAN
This is a mutually beneficial system for the elderly and the canal
network, the canal network can be reshaped to improve the
needs of the elderly in terms of the transportation, connectivity
and gathering; and the elderly can be given the opportunity to
give back their resources and energy to create social value
instead of blindly consuming the social benefits.
In the end, people can age gracefully and smartly and the canal
system can gain cultural, historical, and economic sustainability.
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SECTION-PERSPECTIVE I
This is a mutually beneficial system for the elderly and the canal
network, the canal network can be reshaped to improve the
needs of the elderly in terms of the transportation, connectivity
and gathering; and the elderly can be given the opportunity to
give back their resources and energy to create social value
instead of blindly consuming the social benefits.
In the end, people can age gracefully and smartly and the canal
system can gain cultural, historical, and economic sustainability.
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SECTION I
This is a mutually beneficial system for the elderly and the canal
network, the canal network can be reshaped to improve the
needs of the elderly in terms of the transportation, connectivity
and gathering; and the elderly can be given the opportunity to
give back their resources and energy to create social value
instead of blindly consuming the social benefits.
In the end, people can age gracefully and smartly and the canal
system can gain cultural, historical, and economic sustainability.
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SECTION-PERSPECTIVE II
This is a mutually beneficial system for the elderly and the canal
network, the canal network can be reshaped to improve the
needs of the elderly in terms of the transportation, connectivity
and gathering; and the elderly can be given the opportunity to
give back their resources and energy to create social value
instead of blindly consuming the social benefits.
In the end, people can age gracefully and smartly and the canal
system can gain cultural, historical, and economic sustainability.
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SECTION II
This is a mutually beneficial system for the elderly and the canal
network, the canal network can be reshaped to improve the
needs of the elderly in terms of the transportation, connectivity
and gathering; and the elderly can be given the opportunity to
give back their resources and energy to create social value
instead of blindly consuming the social benefits.
In the end, people can age gracefully and smartly and the canal
system can gain cultural, historical, and economic sustainability.
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Conclusion
1. Deeper focus on the specific hybrid programs of
the aged in the mutualism system.
2. The cultural specificity for the site. Provide a more
selective strategy of editing and infilling. For the
elderly, losing their homes would be a loss of
grounding almost as bad as being relocated to a
tower. Making a strong landscape intervention by
paying more attention to the aggregation and rereading of existing interstitial spaces rather than
wholesale demolition of the urban fabric.
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Appendix
1953 - First “Baby Boom”

1980 - Official start of “One Child Policy”

2010 - Officially enter “Aging Society”
2018 - Official end of “One Child Policy”

2020 - Rapid Developing Stage
Mild aging situation, most of the elderly born in 1950s. Unlike
those born in 20s and 30s, they have stronger consumption
ability and few of them got influenced by “one child policy”, so
most them have 3 children.

2030 - Topspeed Developing Stage
Society will face very severe aging situation. Aging population
will start to outnumber children population. The society will
transfer from children caring mode to aging people caring
mode. The aging population this phase are born in 1960s who
are hugely influenced by “one child policy”, and have only 1
child each family.

2040 - Slow Developing Stage
During this stage, the whole population will start to reduce,
most of the aging population are born in 1970s, and hold large
number of property.

2050 - Stablized Stage

Key moments of China’s aging timeline.
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Percentage of Aged Population Over 60 and Over 65 From Previous Cencus of Population
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73.3%

81.6%

78.1%

1953
In 1953, average life expectancy is 43.4, the average household size

69.1%

is 4.33, average retiring age for man is 60, for woman is 55

Percentage of Aged Population Over 80 From Previous Cencus of Population
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2070

2090

2100

2030
In 2030, average life expectancy is 78.6, the average household size
is 2.61, average retiring age for man is 64, for woman is 59

2050
In 2050, average life expectancy is 82.4, the average household size
is 2.51, average retiring age for man is 65, for woman is 60

Key moments of China’s aging timeline.
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